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Abstract Background: Chemotherapy is effective in metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinoma
(mPA), but new approaches are still needed to improve patients’ survival and quality of life.
We have previously published good efficacy and tolerability results on a sequential treatment
strategy of gemcitabine followed by an intensified FOLFIRI (5FUþirinotecan) regimen. In
the present study, we evaluated the same sequence but replaced gemcitabine by the new
gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel standard first-line combination.
Patients and methods: We randomised chemotherapy-naive patients with proven mPA, bilirubin levels 1.5 upper limit of normal values and performance status 0e2 to alternately
receive gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel for 2 months then FOLFIRI.3 for 2 months in arm A,
or gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel alone until progression in arm B. The primary objective
was to increase the 6-month progression-free survival (PFS) rate from 40% (H0) to 60%
(H1); using the binomial exact method, 124 patients were required. Analyses were carried
out in preplanned modified intention-to-treat (mITT) and per-protocol (PP) populations.
Results: Between November 2015 and November 2016, 127 patients were enrolled. Main grade
IIIeIV toxicities (% in arm A/B) were: diarrhoea (12.5/1.7), neutropenia (46.9/31, including
febrile neutropenia: 1.6/0), skin toxicity (6.3/13.8), and peripheral neuropathy (6.3/8.6). No
toxic deaths occurred. The objective response rate was 40.3% (95% confidence interval [CI]:
28.1e53.6) in arm A and 26.7% (95% CI: 16.1e39.7) in arm B. The primary end-point (6month PFS rate) was 45.2% [one-sided 95% CI: 34.3e56.4] in arm A and 23.3% in arm B
[one-sided 95% CI: 14.3e32.3] in the mITT population. In the PP population, median PFS
and OS were 7.6 months and 6 months and 14.5 months and 12.2 months in arm A and B,
respectively.
Conclusions: The FIRGEMAX strategy with gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel alternating with
FOLFIRI.3 every 2 months, appears feasible and effective, with manageable toxicities, in patients able to reach >2mo of treatment.
Trial registration information: EudraCT: 2014-004449-28: NCT: 0282701.
ª 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Pancreatic cancer is the fourth cause of cancer-related
deaths in Europe [1]. For many years, single-agent
gemcitabine was the standard of care for patients with
metastatic pancreatic adenocarcinoma (mPA) [2]. During the current decade two phase III trials have shown a
survival benefit over gemcitabine alone, by using combination chemotherapies such as FOLFIRINOX in the
PRODIGE 4/ACCORD 11 trial [3] (median overall
survival (OS) of 11.1 months versus 6.8 months), and
gemcitabine plus nab-paclitaxel in the MPACT study
(median OS of 8.7 months versus 6.6 months) [4e7].
Considering progression-free survival (PFS), they were
of 6.4 and 5.5 months with the use of FOLFIRINOX
and gemcitabineþnab-paclitaxel, respectively.
Based on these results, the current National
Comprehensive Cancer Network and European Society

for Medical Oncology guidelines recommend combination chemotherapy with FOLFIRINOX or gemcitabine
plus nab-paclitaxel as the preferred first-line treatments
for patients with mPA who have good performance
status (PS) [8,9].
Although adverse effects were manageable, these
regimens were more toxic than gemcitabine alone, and
both regimens are associated with a cumulative sensory
neuropathy impairing patients’ quality of life.
Therefore, new therapeutic approaches are still
needed to improve patients’ survival and quality of life.
Intensified irinotecan-based regimens such as the
FOLFIRI.3 regimen have shown interesting clinical
activity in patients with advanced PA (73% of the 40
patients enrolled were metastatic), with an objective
response rate of 37.5% and a median OS of 12.1 months
in a phase II trial, with an acceptable tolerability profile
[10].
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Sequential use of such a regimen with a gemcitabinebased regimen could enhance antitumour activity and
limit cumulative toxicities as these two regimens have
different antitumour modes of action and toxicity profiles. Various sequential polychemotherapy regimens
have already been independently associated with better
OS in patients with pancreatic cancer and other
gastrointestinal tumours [11,12]. Ten years ago we
conducted a randomised trial testing a sequential treatment strategy of gemcitabine followed by FOLFIRI.3
(FIRGEM study), which showed good efficacy and
tolerability results and improved health-related quality
of life in the sequential arm compared with the gemcitabine alone arm [13,14]. Median PFS (5.0 versus 3.4
months, hazard ratio (HR) Z 0.59 [0.38e0.90]) and OS
(11.0 versus 8.2 months, HR Z 0.71 [0.46e1.10]) were
also higher in the sequential arm.
In the present study, we evaluated the same sequence
with gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel instead of
gemcitabine because the former is currently one of the
two recommended first-line standard therapies along
with FOLFIRINOX [8,9].
The aim of this multicenter, randomised phase II trial
was to assess the efficacy and tolerability of
gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel alternating with FOLFIRI.3, every 2 months as first-line treatment for patients with mPA in comparison with gemcitabine þ nabpaclitaxel alone until disease progression or unacceptable toxicity.

2. Methods
2.1. Patients
Patients with histologically or cytologically proven
mPA, measurable metastatic disease (in accordance with
Response evaluation criteria in solid tumours [RECIST]
1.1) [15], age between 18 and 75 years, World Health
Organization PS 0, 1 or 2, and life expectancy more than
12 weeks were eligible for this study. In addition, patients had to have adequate bone marrow (granulocytes
1.5 _ 109/L; platelets 100 _ 109/L and haemoglobin
9 g/dl), liver (bilirubin 1.5 times the upper limit of
normal values (ULN), ASAT and ALAT 5 ULN) and
renal function (serum creatinine 120 mmol/L). The
exclusion criteria were other periampullary carcinomas
(e.g. extrahepatic bile duct and ampullary tumours),
previous chemotherapy (adjuvant chemotherapy with
gemcitabine was allowed, if completed more than 6
months before inclusion), previous radiotherapy (unless
at least one measurable target lesion was present outside
the irradiated fields), history of other invasive cancer,
known brain, leptomeningeal or bone metastases, active
uncontrolled infection, chronic diarrhoea or known inflammatory bowel disease, symptomatic intestinal
obstruction, uncontrolled hypercalcaemia, uncontrolled
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pain, significant history of cardiac or respiratory disease,
and pregnancy or breast-feeding women.
2.2. Treatments and study design
Randomization (1:1) was centralised and used a minimization technique with the following stratification
criteria: center, PS 0 versus 1 versus 2, and one versus
more than one metastatic site. The study was conducted
in accordance with the ethical principles outlined in the
Declaration of Helsinki, ICH requirements and Good
Clinical Practice guidelines; it received authorization
from the French national medicines agency (ASNM),
and independent ethics committee. The study was
registered in clinical trials.gov (NCT02827201).
All patients provided their written informed consent
before the initiation of the study. Patients were
randomly assigned to arm A (FIRGEMAX - experimental arm) or arm B (standard first-line therapy). They
started with 2 months of nab-paclitaxel (125 mg/m2) I.V.
for 30 min, immediately followed by gemcitabine
(1000 mg/m2) I.V. for 30 min, for a total of six doses on
days 1, 8, 15, 29, 36 and 43. After these first 2 months,
arm A patients switched to the FOLFIRI.3 sequence:
irinotecan 90 mg/m2 I.V. for 60 min on D1, together
with folinic acid 400 mg/m2 given as a 2-h I.V. infusion,
immediately followed by continuous fluorouracil (5-FU)
infusion at a dose of 2000 mg/m2 over a 46-h period, and
irinotecan, 90 mg/m2 I.V. for 60 min repeated on D3 at
the end of the 5-FU infusion. The chemotherapy cycles
were repeated every 14 days for 2 months. This sequence
(gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel followed by FOLFIRI.3)
was repeated until disease progression or limiting
toxicity. In case of progression or limiting toxicity with
one of the chemotherapy regimens, the other treatment
was continued until progression, limiting toxicity, or
patient refusal.
In arm B, gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel were given
until disease progression, unacceptable toxicity or patient refusal. The study design is summarised in
Supplementary Fig. 1.
Protocol-specified treatment modifications were
permitted in the event of predefined toxic events.
Per-protocol (PP), crossover was not allowed at any
time after randomization.
2.3. Assessments
Baseline computerised tomography (CT) scan, or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), was performed within 3
weeks before the start of treatment. In the week preceding the start of treatment, patients underwent complete medical history evaluation, physical examination,
assessment of health-related quality of life (QoL), electrocardiogram, blood cell counts and chemistry, and
serum carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) assays. Before each
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treatment administration, patient status was assessed by
physical examination, blood cell counts and biochemistry. Adverse events (AEs) were assessed and graded
using the National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria (AE version 4.0) [16]. Tumour assessment was performed every 2 months by CT scan (or
MRI), along with serum CA 19-9 (15) and CEA assays.
Tumour responses were defined using RECIST (version
1.1) and determined by investigators. Health-related
QoL was evaluated every 2 months with the EORTC
QLQ-C30 questionnaire, version 3.0 but will not be reported in this publication [17].
2.4. End-points
The primary end-point was the observed 6-month PFS
rate based on TDM collected until 6 months (þ/ 1
months). Secondary end-points were PFS calculated
from the date of randomization to the date of first
progression (radiological or clinical) or the date of death
from any cause Alive patients free of progression were
censored at the date of the last follow-up visit; response
rates, OS (measured from the date of randomization
until death from any cause) and safety with toxicity and
treatment dose evaluations were analysed . Quality of
life using QLQ-C30 questionnaires was also collected
from randomization, every month during the first 4
months then every 2 or 3 months and will be reported in
a separate manuscript.

as an uninteresting rate. 60% was considered as an
interesting rate for further investigation in arm A.
With a one-sided type I error of 5% and a power of
90%, 56 patients had to be included per arm. Assuming
10% of patients lost to follow-up, at least 62 patients
had to be included per arm.
Primary efficacy analyses were carried out on the
predefined modified intention-to-treat (mITT) (randomised patients receiving at least one dose of treatment)
and PP populations (defined as mITT patients with no
major protocol deviation and with at least 7 weeks of
treatments). Baseline characteristics and secondary efficacy analyses were done on the ITT, mITT and PP
populations. Safety analyses included all the patients
who received at least one dose of study treatment(s) and
analysed on real treatment received (SP: safety
population).
Qualitative variables were reported as frequencies
and percentages, and continuous variables as means
(SD) and medians (range). The PFS rate at 6 months
was described in each arm using frequency, percent and
one-sided 95% confidence interval (CI). As secondary
analyses, PFS, OS and time-to-event end-points were
estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method, and
described as the median values and rates at specific times
with the corresponding 95% CI. HR and 95% CIs were
carried out for exploratory purposes. Follow-up time
was calculated using the reverse Kaplan-Meier method.
No p-value was carried out because this trial was not
designed for comparative purposes.

2.5. Statistical analysis
This randomised noncomparative phase II trial was
designed using an exact-binomial method [18]. The hypothesis was to double the 6-month PFS rate with the
sequential regimen. The best reported 6-month PFS
rates at the time of study design were around 30% [19].
An observed 6-month PFS rate of 40% was considered

3. Results
3.1. Characteristics of the patients
Between November 2015 and November 2016, 127 patients were enrolled in the trial by 36 french centres.

Table 1
Baseline characteristics.
Parameters

GNþFOLFIRI.3 (arm A) (N Z 64)

GN (arm B) (N Z 63)

All (N Z 127)

Age in years; mean (rangea)
Gender n (%)
Males
Females
ECOG PS n (%)
0
1
2
Nb of metastic sites
1
>1
Previous surgery
Previous radiotherapy
Previous chemotherapy
CA 19.9 (UI/mL); median (range)

63.5 (38.3e76.0)

64.1 (41.0e76.0)

63.8 (38.3e76.0)

36 (56.3%)
28 (43.7%)

29 (46.0%)
34 (54.0%)

65 (51.2%)
62 (48.8%)

24 (37.5%)
33 (51.6%)
7 (10.9%)

23 (36.5%)
32 (50.8%)
8 (12.7%)

47 (37.0%)
65 (51.2%)
11 (11.8%)

29 (45.3%)
35 (54.7%)
8 (12.5%)
e
7 (10.9%)
1346 (0.8e131600)

37 (58.7%)
26 (41.3%)
3 (4.5%)
2 (3.2%)
3 (4.8%)
5575 (0.6e534806)

66 (52.0%)
61 (48.0%)
11 (8.7%)
2 (1.6%)
10 (7.9%)
2048 (0.6e534806)

PS, performance status.
a
Range: min e max.
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Main baseline characteristics were balanced between
arms (Table 1).
Numerically, there were fewer female patients and
more patients with more than one metastatic site in arm
A. At the time of this analysis, median follow-up was
27.3 months (95% CI: 24.0e29.0) and 107 patients (83%)
had died at the cut-off date (5th of November 2018).
Eight patients had gemcitabin as adjuvant treatment (7
in arm A and 1 in arm B). In addition, 2 patients of arm
B had a neo-adjuvant treatment: 1 patient had folfoxþradiotherapy
and
1
patient
had
Gemoxþradiotherapy.
In arm A, 16 patients (25%) did not receive FOLFIRI.3. Seven patients (6 in arm A and 1 in arm B) were
still under treatment at the time of the analysis.
3.2. Efficacy
3.2.1. PFS rate at 6 months
In arm A (gemcitabine þnab-paclitaxel þ FOLFIRI.3),
28 patients were alive and free of progression at 6
months in the mITT population, resulting in an
observed 6-month PFS rate of 45.2% [one-sided 95% CI:
34.3e56.4] and 28 patients were alive and free of
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progression at 6 months in the PP population, resulting
in an observed 6-month PFS rate of 59.6% [one-sided
95% CI: 46.5e71.7].
In arm B (gemcitabine þnab-paclitaxel), 14 patients
were alive and free of progression at 6 months in the
mITT population, resulting in an observed 6-month
PFS rate of 23.3% [one-sided 95% CI: 14.3e32.3] and 13
patients were alive and free of progression at 6 months
in the PP population, resulting in an observed 6-month
PFS rate of 30.2% [one-sided 95% CI: 18.9e43.7].
Twenty-one patients died before their first disease
assessment at 2 months and thus before treatment
switch. Although all these patients were treated with
gemcitabineþ nab-paclitaxel during these 2 months, a
strong imbalance in early deaths was observed by
chance between the 2 treatment arms. In fact, early
death was observed in 25.8% (n Z 16/62) of patients in
arm A and only 8.3% (n Z 5/60) in arm B.
Supplementary
Table
1
was
also
updated
(Supplementary Table 1).
3.2.2. Response rate
All tumour assessments carried out between study start
and D1 of the last treatment (þ1.5 months) received by

Fig. 1. A) Kaplan-Meier estimates of progression-free survival in the mITT population based on treatment arm. (B) Kaplan-Meier estimates of overall survival in the mITT population based on treatment arm, (C) Kaplan-Meier estimates of progression-free survival in the
PP population based on treatment arm, (D) Kaplan-Meier estimates of overall survival in the PP population as per treatment arm. mITT,
modified intention-to-treat; PP, per-protocol.
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every patient in the mITT population were taken into
account for the best response rate. The objective
response rate was 40.3% (95% CI: 28.1e53.6) in arm A
and 26.7% (95% CI: 16.1e39.7) in arm B in the mITT
population. It was 53.3% (95% CI: 37.9e68.3) in arm A
versus 33.3% (95% CI: 20.0e49.0) in arm B for the PP
population. Progressive disease was reported in 8% of
patients in arm A and 22% in arm B (Supplementary
Table 1).
3.2.3. Survival
In mITT population, median PFS was 6.1 versus 4.2
months (HR Z 0.69 [95% CI: 0.47e1.01]) and median
OS was 11.8 versus 11.2 months (HR Z 0.92 [95% CI:
0.62e1.36]) in arm A and B, respectively (Fig. 1(A) and
(B)).
In PP population, median PFS was 7.6 versus 6
months (HR Z 0.57 [95% CI: 0.37e0.89]) and median
OS was 14.5 versus 12.2 months (HR Z 0.79 [95% CI:
0.49e1.26]) in arm A and B, respectively (Fig. 1(C) and
(D)).
3.3. Safety
The mean dose intensity for the patients in arm A was
97% for 5-FU, 94% for irinotecan. For gemcitabine it
was 83% and 85% in arm A and B, respectively and 81%
for nab-paclitaxel in both arms. The main reason for
stopping treatment was disease progression in both
arms. Treatment was discontinued because of toxicity in
9% of patients in arm A and 14% in arm B. There were
no treatment-related deaths. All early deaths were
related to rapid disease progression.
Safety data was collected for all patients who received
at least one dose of study treatments, and analysed on
real treatment received (n Z 122). Fifty-eight patients
(91%) developed gradeIIIeIV toxicity in arm A versus
52 patients (90%) in arm B. Haematological AEs, diarrhoea, nausea and vomiting predominated, and were
more frequent in arm A than in arm B. In contrast, skin
toxicity (6.3%/13.8%) and peripheral neuropathy
(6.3.7%/8.6%) were more frequent in arm B [Table 2].
Table 2
Main grade IIIeIV toxicities (SP: population tolerance).
Parameters

Arm A (N Z 64)

Arm B (N Z 58)

At least one
grade  III toxicity
Anaemia
Febrile neutropenia
Neutropenia
Diarrhoea
Nausea
Vomiting
Skin toxicities
Venous
thromboembolic event
Neuropathy

58 (90.6%)

52 (89.7%)

8 (12.5%)
1 (1.6%)
30 (46.9)
8 (12.5%)
3 (4.7%)
5 (7.8%)
4 (6.3%)
3 (4.7%)

6 (10.3%)

4 (6.3%)

18 (31.0%)
1 (1.7%)
1 (1.7%)
8 (13.8%)
2 (3.4%)
5 (8.6%)

Overall, 16 (25.0%) patients in arm A and 24 (4.14%) in
arm B reported at least one neurotoxic event (whatever
the grade was). Thirty-six patients (56.3%) in arm A and
40 (69%) in arm B reported a skin toxicity (whatever the
grade was).
Eleven patients in arm A (17%) and 14 (24%) in arm
B received G-CSF as secondary prophylaxis. Grade I/II
alopecia occurred in 43.8% and 41.4% of patients in
arms A and B, respectively. No cases of severe stomatitis
or hand-foot syndrome occurred in either arm.

4. Second- and third-line chemotherapy
At the time of statistical analysis, 68 patients in the
mITT population had received second-line chemotherapy: 29 in arm A (46.8%) and 39 in arm B (65%).
Among those, 15 patients in arm A (51.7%) versus 6
in arm B (15.4%) received Folfox in second-line
chemotherapy. Seven patients in arm A and 20 in arm B
received a third-line chemotherapy, mainly with
gemcitabine-based regimens. Altogether, Irinotecan was
used in second or third line in 74% and 35% of patients
from arm B.

5. Discussion
In this randomised phase II study evaluating a sequential treatment with gemcitabine þnab-paclitaxel followed by FOLFIRI.3, we observed a 6-month PFS rate
of 45.2% in the experimental arm mITT population
versus 23% in the gemcitabine þnab-paclitaxel control
arm.
Although the number of patients alive and without
progression at 6 months was doubled in the mITT
population, the primary end-point was not met. This
may be due to an overly ambitious hypothesis (to increase the 6-month PFS rate to 60%) and to a strong
imbalance in early deaths between arms. In fact, more
than twice as many early deaths were observed by
chance in the experimental arm (19%, n Z 12) as
compared with the control arm (8%, n Z 5). This underlines once more how important it is to highly select
patients for clinical trials dedicated to mPA and new
measures such as PS confirmation by 2 independent
physicians or the use of frailty scores should be implemented in the future for this purpose. Nevertheless,
when this analysis was run taking into account the
prespecified PP population (with at least 7 weeks of
treatments), the PFS rate was 59.6% in arm A (n Z 47;
95% CI: 46.5e71.7) versus 30.2% in arm B (n Z 43; 95%
CI: 18.9e43.7). The PP population analysis seems
justified in this context because it allows masking of the
negative effect of the unfortunate early deaths (<2
months), in a study period where patients were receiving
exactly the same treatment in both arms.

Table 3
Main efficacy results in recent randomised controlled trial for metastatic pancreatic cancer.
Type of study

Number of patients

Regimen

Overall
response
rate (%)

Median
progression-free
survival (months)

Median
Ooerall survival
(months)

Rocha-Lima et al. [23]
2004

III

342

16.6
4.4 (P < 0.001)

3.5 (TTP)
3.0 (P Z 0.35)

6.3
6.6 (P Z 0.79)

Louvet et al. [24]
2005

III

313

26.8%
17.3% (P Z 0.04)

5.8
3.7 (P Z 0.04)

9.0
7.1 (P Z 0.13)

Heinemann et al. [25]
2006

III

195

11.5%
9% (P < 0.001)

5.3
3.1 (P Z 0.053)

7.5
6.0 (P Z 0.15)

Herrmann et al. [26]
2007

III

319

-

4.3
3.9 (P Z 0.103)

8.4
7.2 (P Z 0.234)

Conroy et al. [3]
2011

III

342

10.0%
7.8%
e
31.6%
9.4% (P < 0.001)

6.4
3.3 (P < 0.001)

11.1
6.8 (P < 0.001)

Ueno et al. [27]
2013 (GEST study)

III

834

29.3% (P < 0.001)
21.0% (P Z 0.02)
13.3%

5.7 (P < 0.001)
3.8 (P Z 0.02)
4.1

10.1 (P Z 0.15)
9.7 (P < 0.001)
8.8

Von Hoff et al. [4]
2013

III

861

23%
7% (P < 0.001)

5.5
3.7 (P < 0.001)

8.5
6.7 (P < 0.001)

Poplin et al. [28]
2013

IIR

367

IIR

98

3.1
3.8
e
5.0
3.4

5.7
6.1 (P Z 0.973)

Trouilloud et al. [13]
2014 (FIRGEM study)

17.1%
26.3%
e
37%
10%

Van Cutsem et al. [29]
2016 (MAESTRO study)

III

693

15.2%
8.6% (P Z 0.0086)

5.5
3.7 (P Z 0.004)

8.7
7.6 (P Z 0.059)

Dahan et al. [30]
2019 (PRODIGE 35Panotimox study)

IIR

276

37.3%
38.3%
27.0%

6.3
5.7
4.5

10.1
11.0
7.3

Doherty et al [31,32] 2017
(HALO-109-301 study)

IIIR

Has not
been reported

Has not been reported

11.2
11.5 (p Z 0.9692)

Sonbol et al. [33]
2019 (CanStem111P study)

IIIR

Results not yet published

Results not yet published

Results not yet published

Hammel et al. [34]
2019 (TRYbeCA-1 study)

IIIR

Study still ongoing

Study still ongoing

Study still ongoing

IrinoGem
Gem
GemOx
Gem
GemCis
Gem
GemCap
Gem

- FOLFIRINOX
-Gem
- Gem plus S1
- S1 alone
- Gem alone
- Nab-paclitaxel plus Gem
- Gem
- CO-101
- Gem
- Alternation of FOLFIRI 3 and
Gem
- Gem
- Evofosfamide plus Gem
- Gem
- FOLFIRINOX
- FOLFIRINOX followed LV5FU2
- Alternation of FOLFIRI 3and
Gem
- PEGPH20 plus Nab-paclitaxel
plus Gem
- Nab-paclitaxel plus Gem
- Napabucasin (BBI608) plus Nabpaclitaxel with Gemcitabine
- Nab-paclitaxel with Gem
- Eryaspase plus Nab-paclitaxel
with Gem
- Eryaspase plus Irinotecan plus 5FU plus leucovorin

11.0
8.2
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18.9
18.1 (P Z 0.68)
7.4
3.8
23%
12%

6.1
4.2
40.3%
26.67%

- Irinotecan
plus
5-FU
plus
leucovorin
- Nab-paclitaxel with Gem
- Alternation of FOLFIRI 3 and
Nab-paclitaxel plus Gem
-Nab-paclitaxel plus Gem
- Olaparib
- Placebo

Median
progression-free
survival (months)
Overall
response
rate (%)

IIR

III

Taieb et al. [35]
2018 (PRODIGE 37Firgemax)

Golan et al. [22]
2019 (POLO study)

154

Type of study
References

Table 3 (continued )

Number of patients

Regimen

11.8
11.2
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Median
Ooerall survival
(months)
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With regard to secondary end-points, the response
rate was improved (from 25% to 40%) by the FIRGEMAX sequential strategy in terms of median PFS in
both mITT and PP populations.
For OS, a trend to a better OS was observed in the PP
population but not in the mITT population, possibly
owing to the 19% early deaths in the experimental arm
and the trial was not powered for OS.
It is worth noting that PFS and OS observed in the
FIRGEMAX regimen in the PP population (7.6 and
14.5 months, respectively) were higher than those
obtained in the previous FIRGEM study (5.0 and 11
months, respectively) [13], underlining the added
value of nab-paclitaxel on patient survival. Even if
cross study comparisons have to be interpreted
cautiously, we noticed that median PFS and median
OS observed in this study with gemcitabine þ nabpaclitaxel (6.0 and 12.2 months, respectively) were
higher than those obtained in the princeps pivotal
registration trial testing gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel
versus gemcitabine alone (5.5 and 8.5 months) [4], as
well as in many other randomised trials in mPA
(Table 3).
Although the rate of patients with grade IIIIV events
was similar between the two treatment arms, haematological grade III-IV AEs, diarrhoea, nausea and vomiting were more frequent with the use of an intensified
FOLFIRI regimen in the experimental arm, but they
were all expected and manageable. In contrast, skin
toxicity and peripheral neuropathy were less frequent in
the experimental arm even though the median number
of cycles with nab-paclitaxel received in both arms was
similar (n Z 6). This could be explained by the
chemotherapy regimen switch every 2 months to FOLFIRI.3, giving this cumulative toxicity a rest period
allowing partial recovery. Neurotoxicity can require
dose reduction or even treatment hold; therefore FIRGEMAX represents a good option for better treatment
compliance.
Although recent studies reported promising results
in molecularly defined subgroups of pancreatic cancer
such as PARP inhibitors for BRCA mutated or
immunotherapy for MSI high mPA, chemotherapy
remains the standard of care for most patients [20,35].
The main progress during the last decade was in fact
brought about by chemotherapy intensification in the
PRODIGE 4 and MPACT trials [21]. In the present
noncomparative, multicenter, randomised phase II
study, we tested the idea of increasing chemotherapy
intensification by a sequential approach using 4
different drugs with different toxicity profiles and no
cross-resistance described between them. We showed
that the FIRGEMAX strategy (gemcitabine þ nabpaclitaxel alternating with FOLFIRI.3 every 2
months) appears to be effective with an acceptable
tolerability profile for patients with mPA. It suggests
that alternating with FOLFIRI.3 every 2 months
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when giving patients the standard treatment
‘gemcitabine þ nab-paclitaxel’ increases response
rates and PFS and could reduce skin and neurosensitive toxicities induced by nab-paclitaxel. However the primary end-point was not met and a larger
study with better patient selection, testing this
approach with 5-FU plus nanoliposomal irinotecan
(PRODIGE 61), is in progress to confirm or not these
promising results.
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